RYAN MAXFIELD flies the first
U.S. Vulcanair V1.0 near
Indianapolis.
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VILLAGE OF AIRCRAFT MECHANICS DESCENDED
on Vulcanair V1.0 serial number 1006 at Miami Executive Airport in
early August. A fuel servo was the latest in a series of minor problems
delaying the U.S. debut of the Italian three-door trainer. Ameravia,
the American distributor of the V1.0, had scrubbed the U.S.-registered
aircraft’s appearance at 2018 EAA AirVenture when its shipment to
Florida was delayed. With the airplane finally stateside, Ameravia
CEO Chris Benaiges was eager to show off the flying aircraft.
Six people wrenching, tugging, testing, and refastening an illfitting hose cleared the last hurdle to flying the four-seat single
in the United States. The three-door Cessna lookalike is aimed at
the flight training and owner-operated markets and the Vulcanair
V1.0 has a retail price of $278,000—about $100,000 less than competing models.
Benaiges and Mike McMann, vice president of sales and marketing, hope that price will give their company an advantage in the
growing trainer market as demand for new pilots soars. The price

was attractive to Aero Management Group Business Development
Director Ryan Maxfield, who runs Part 141 flight schools in six
locations and committed to purchase 11 aircraft in 2018, plus 25
more in 2019.
“Our two biggest concerns are number one, how to find quality instructors, and number two, how to find available aircraft to
do flight training,” said Maxfield, who took delivery of N117VA,
the first V1.0 in the United States.
Saving $100,000 to $125,000 per aircraft compared to other
new four-seat trainers is huge for flight school operators, Maxfield
said. “It literally makes the difference whether we can be in the
flight training business or not. If we were required to purchase
a $400,000 aircraft, we could not be in business. It’s really that
simple.”
Maxfield said availability of new aircraft also is an issue because of
backlogs at companies such as Textron and Piper. “We’ve heard from
large universities that they could put in an order today and then get
one aircraft every 10 months or so. That just won’t work.”
And Maxfield wanted to buy new aircraft. “The used market for traditional training aircraft like a Cessna Skyhawk or a
Piper Archer is very tight, and it’s very difficult to find them in
good shape,” he said. Plus, young pilots are more comfortable
with the digital environment. He believes the V1.0’s full digital
panel will meet students’ expectations. He also complimented the
Vulcanair’s predictable flying qualities, adding that “this airplane
flies as though it’s been out there flight training for the last 50
years. But it just happens to be brand-new.”
In fact, the welded steel tube cockpit structure and aluminum-skinned high wing airplane was originally designed in the
1960s as the Partenavia P.64/P.66 by engineer Luigi Pascale, who
later founded Tecnam. The 1960s airplane was outfitted with a
180-horsepower Lycoming O-360 engine and dubbed the “Oscar.”
Hundreds are flying in Europe, and the aircraft has won praise for
its stoutness and ability to soak up the bumps at unimproved airstrips—a favorite of pilots seeking to avoid landing fees at paved
airfields.
Vulcanair purchased the assets of
Partenavia in 1996 and became the type certificate holder for numerous dormant designs.
Vulcanair announced the EASA-certified V1.0
in 2014, and the trainer earned FAA certification in December 2017. The Italian aircraft
manufacturer has produced more than 500
EASA- and FAA-certified, single- and twinengine, piston- and turbine-powered aircraft
and credits itself as “one of the structural pillars” of Italian general aviation.
TIME TO FLY

The steel tube construction provided easy
cockpit grab handles as we settled into
leather-covered seats with gray diamond
pattern stitching and blue accents. Interior
panels painted bright white match the outer
fuselage color.

PUSHRODS actuate the sta-

bilator and rudder on the
Vulcanair V1.0, a four-seater
designed to stand up to the
rigors of landings at unimproved airstrips. A third door
means rear-seat passengers
can enter on the co-pilot’s
side without disturbing frontseat occupants. Thoughtful
touches on the Italian trainer
include locking and covered
fuel caps to keep water from
seeping into the fuel tanks
(see facing page).

TURQUOISE WATERS surround-

ing the Florida Keys slip under
the V1.0 during the airplane’s
first U.S. flight training mission in August. The author
logged 4.5 hours and earned
a full checkout in the sprightly
trainer.

/

The Vulcanair V1.0 climbed
hands-off over the deep blue
Atlantic Ocean, and we
made our right turn
toward the Florida Keys.

way across the Atlantic. The manufacturer vows to swap out
the doors on existing models—free of charge—when the opening windows are introduced.
With three 210-pounders on a 90-degree day at Miami
Executive Airport, we selected flaps at 14 degrees for takeoff; switched on the fuel pump; and pushed throttle, mixture,
and propeller controls full forward on the center panel power
quadrant. About one-quarter of the 5,000-foot-long Runway
9L slipped behind us before the newly uncrated European
wanted to fly.
The V1.0 rotated smoothly at 65 knots with little coaxing.
Solid and immediate feedback from pushrod-actuated control
surfaces inspired confidence. The vertical speed tape of the
Garmin G500 displayed VX and VY, making climbout a breeze.
Very little right rudder input was needed to keep coordinated.
Benaiges looked like a proud parent as the idea for a reasonably priced, well-equipped trainer that he set in motion
three years ago hit its stride. Retracting the flaps with a simultaneous and well-timed pull on the yoke was the secret to a
smooth transition, he said, and we climbed out at 80 knots.
Large side windows, an expansive front windscreen, and
massive overhead skylights made scanning the busy Miami
airspace easy.
The Vulcanair V1.0 climbed hands-off over the deep,
blue Atlantic Ocean and we made our right turn toward
the Florida Keys. We cruised down the coastline at about
125 knots indicated on 11 gallons per hour at 4,500 feet and
“25 squared” on the rpm and manifold pressure gauges.
A JPI engine analyzer showed fuel quantity and flow,
cylinder head and exhaust gas temperatures, oil and manifold pressure, rpm, alternator output, and other parameters.
Future models will replace the JPI and Garmin G500
with the avionics firm’s G500 TXi 10.6-inch PFD/MFD
as standard equipment, along with Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast In and Out but no autopilot.
During air work, steep turns were
predictable. A quick nose-up flick of
the manual trim wheel helped keep
The leather front seats are comfortably adjusted fore and aft. Panel-mounted switches
us at altitude. In fact, the trim wheel
are readable and within easy reach, an LED illuminates the beefy center-floor-mounted,
didn’t need to be moved far from the
red aluminum fuel selector, and a countdown timer mounted on the control yoke assists
with fuel management.
Takeoff position, no matter which part
Additional nice touches for front seaters include sun visors, floor-mounted headphone
of the flight envelope we explored.
jacks, USB ports, and an auxiliary power port. Back seaters get their own pair of overWith power set to idle, the efficient
head headphone jacks and a left-side auxiliary power receptacle with more USB ports.
but forgiving wing needed a moment to
There was enough room in the front seats between Benaiges and me that we didn’t
slow down to 78 knots before we could
rub shoulders. On the next leg of the trip, McMann had an easy job of climbing into the
throw in the first notch of electric
rear seat through the aircraft’s third door, behind the co-pilot’s position.
flaps, quickly followed by the second
notch at 28 degrees. Full flaps are 40
Benaiges and McMann said the factory has approved some modifications for the U.S.
degrees, but Benaiges said we probamarket. Height-adjustable seats, opening windows for the composite doors, map pockets,
a baggage door strut, seat rails that will extend another couple of notches for long-legged
bly wouldn’t need the full drag effect.
pilots, and other tweaks are on the list of improvements for the next aircraft to make its
He was right.

GARMIN G500 primary and multifunction displays, digital

backup instruments, and a JPI engine monitor give students
the technology they’ve come to expect in the digital age.
Just a little movement of the large trim wheel on the power
quadrant keeps the trainer trimmed in all phases of flight,
and a machined fuel-tank selector is positioned in the center
of the floorboard alongside headset jacks, a parking brake,
and USB ports.

We slowed to 50 knots and pointed
skyward at about 20 degrees and added
rudder pressure as needed before the
Vulcanair reluctantly approached a stall.
The aircraft mushed forward and lowered
its nose but didn’t noticeably drop a wing.
We quickly recovered with forward yoke
and power.
Power-on stalls came next with partial flaps at 14 degrees
to simulate the departure configuration. We slowed to about
55 knots—considerably below the book-advised 65-knot rotation speed—and applied full power. With the nose pointed well
above the horizon, directional control was gingerly maintained
with a slight rudder dance. Recovery was quick and as predictable as before.

After the air work we dodged some
late-morning buildups and called Key
West International Airport control tower.
Decreasing manifold pressure to 15 inches
gave us the magical 78 knots for flap
deployment, while propeller control and
mixture were pushed full forward. We
landed just shy of 60 knots, much like a
Cessna 172.
Some procedures will take some adjustment for pilots accustomed to Skyhawks.
For example, the fuel pump is turned on for
takeoff, climbout, and landing. The pilot’s
operating handbook calls for takeoff flaps.
The constant-speed propeller needs to be
managed, although a fixed-pitch option
is in the works to lower costs for flight
schools.
A couple of issues popped up during
our flights on a typically hot and humid
South Florida morning. When Benaiges
became bathed in perspiration—an unintended victim of the huge skylight—we
determined a right-side fresh air vent
intake scoop was blocked. Although we
were well above the stall speed, the warning horn curiously nagged us through a
45-degree left turn, yet it was silent during
the same maneuver to the right. We temporarily pulled the circuit breaker and added
the fault to a short punch list that was
quickly tackled after we landed at Miami
Executive, Ameravia’s headquarters.
BANKING ON THE FUTURE OF FLIGHT
INSTRUCTION

McMann’s research shows there aren’t
enough aircraft to train enough new
pilots to meet the projections in jet-maker
Boeing’s latest jobs forecast. That means
there’s likely to be strong demand for a
newcomer to the U.S. training market.
The Italian factory plans to be producing
three aircraft per month by the end of 2018
and expects most of them to go to flight
schools, he said. Factory-new and timetested, with a digital IFR Garmin panel
and a third door for backseaters, the Italian
trainer is a new player to watch in the U.S.
training market. 
AOPA

SPEC SHEET
Vulcanair V1.0
BASE PRICE: $278,000
PRICE AS TESTED: $278,000
SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplant | Lycoming IO-360-M1A,
180 hp
Recommended TBO 2,000 hr
Propeller | Hartzell HC-C2YR-1BFP
Length | 23 ft 9 in
Height | 9 ft 1 in
Wingspan | 32 ft 10 in
Wing loading | 17.42 lb/sq ft
Power loading | 14.14 lb/hp
Seats | 4
Cabin length | 7 ft 3 in
Cabin width | 3 ft 6 in
Cabin height | 3 ft 8 in
Empty weight | 1,627 lb
Empty weight, as tested | 1,670 lb
Max ramp weight | 2,546 lb
Max gross weight | 2,546 lb
Useful load | 919 lb
Useful load, as tested | 876 lb
Payload w/full fuel | 619 lb
Payload w/full fuel, as tested | 576 lb
Max takeoff weight | 2,546 lb
Max landing weight | 2,425 lb
Fuel capacity, std | 50.2 gal usable
(300 lb usable)
Oil capacity | 7.5 qt

@ 75% power, best economy |
128 kt/3.5 hr (69.6 pph/11.6 gph)
@ 65% power, best economy |
124 kt/4.0 hr (63 pph/10.5 gph)|
@ 60% power, best economy |
114 kt/4.25 hr (59.4 pph/9.9 gph)
Service ceiling | 14,700 ft
Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle |
1,650 ft
Landing distance, ground roll | 500 ft
LIMITING AND RECOMMENDED AIRSPEEDS

VX (best angle of climb) | 70 KIAS
VY (best rate of climb) | 80 KIAS
VA (design maneuvering) | 125 KIAS
VFE (max flap extended) | 78 KIAS
VNO (max structural cruising) | 128 KIAS
VNE (never exceed) | 179 KIAS
VR (rotation) | 65 KIAS
VS1 (stall, clean) | 59 KIAS
VSO (stall, in landing configuration) | 49 KIAS
Max demonstrated crosswind | 20 KIAS
AOPA Aviation Finance estimates a
monthly payment of $1,960 with 15 percent
down, a 15-year term, and a 5.74 percent
interest rate.

Baggage capacity | 88 lb
FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact
PERFORMANCE

Ameravia, 14299 SW 127 Street, Hangar

Takeoff distance, ground roll | 600 ft

105, Miami, Florida 33186, 305-338-7979,

Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle |

www.ameraviainc.com

1,608 ft
Rate of climb, sea level | 900 fpm

All specifications are based on manufac-

Max level speed, sea level | 137 kt

turer’s calculations. All performance figures

Max level speed, 3,000 ft | 135 kt

are based on standard day, standard atmo-

Cruise speed/endurance w/45-min rsv, std

sphere, sea level, gross weight conditions

fuel, at 6,000 ft and ISA (fuel consumption)

unless otherwise noted.

EMAIL david.tulis@aopa.org
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